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Wednesday, Apri124, 1968

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Nelson Chosen Guard
On All-America Tearn

eellent s=n-aey. Straight typing (te:n'
papers etc..) 35e per page-you furnish
paper. Paper furnished at one cent a
sheet. Prefer you eall Tue. or Th11111o
nights. 242-945L

WANT ADS

PERSONALS
SPEND DUMMER ~'REE at a

pila~

ranehero. Unimproved but picturesque adobe
house, artistic setting, with trout Jake.
No pay and no work~-turn water on and
off~ Write Box 5011, Santn. Fe. New M:ex..
MOUNTAIN HOME. June 15-Augnst 3d.
Somewhat primitive. No rent in exchange care pets while owners on vacation. P.O. 351, Grants, New Mexico.
POETRY WANTED fo~ Poetry Anthology.
Include stamped envelope. Idlewild Publisher&, 543 Frederick, San Franeiseo,
California. 94117.
DO YOU BITE your nails! Would yuu h'ke
to stop? A limited numbe~ of people are
being accepted in an experiment to stop
nail biting. Under the auspice~ of UNll
Psychology Dept. Call Mr. Stephen,
277-4285 for appoinlment.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE: YAMAHA 80ce. Excellent
condition includes ltelmet and manuaL
$150.00. Call 277-4878 or see at 801 Coal
SE,Apt. 8.
1968 YAMAHA 305cc. $599. Brand new1800 miles. . Call 255-6708 •••• ask for
Sam.
TWO BEDROOM ADOBE, (UNJI ares).
It's a world of its own! Rustic, charming, with patios and gardens. yuu'D be
captivated. Beautiful fireplal:e, diningroom, Mexican tile bathroom, perfeet
for a couple I $14,000, call Bruce Caird
265-8571 or evenings 247-3048. CairdNoms Realty.
u
ADOBE WITH POOL. Nea~ UNlL Completely reconditioned. Move in and en·

WANTED: An attractive single girl ~
cook evening weekday meals Mon.-Fr1.
Renumerati<>n&-meals and $1 per hour.
If interested eall Carlo lb=elli. 8421353.
BA :MA.TORS: Get valuable experlence in
Direct selling while earning good Income. St::a¢ now. part time~ to maximUe
full time summer Earnings. WeU known,
long ertablisl>ed eompany. scholarship
· benefits. Call 296-1982, 5 to g p.m. be-

Ron ~~.,,~vu,
most highly
players in UNM's history, has
been named to one of the 12
guard positions on the 1968
Helms Athletic Foundation AllAmerica team.
Nelson led Bob King's Lobo
basketball team to a 23-5 season,
the Western Athletic Conference
title, and a berth in the NCAA
Far West Regionals held in Albuquerque in March. Nelson was
an all-conference selection, won
the WAC free-throwing shooting
crown, and played on the NCAA
White team in the United States
Men's Basketball Olympic Trials.
The Helms Foundation chooses
12 guards, 12 forwards, and 12
centers each year. Selections are
not broken down into teams and
are all given equal recognition
for their accomplishments.
The Foundation chose UCLA's
Lew Alcindor as the player of the
year.
Other guards on the Helms
team are UCLA's Lucius Allen,
California's R u s s Critchfield,
Denver's Harry Hollines, Utah's
Merv Jackson, LSU's Pete Maravich, North Carolina's Larry Miller, Purdue's Rick Mount, Niagara's Calvin Murphy, Oklahoma
City's Rich Travis, UCLA's Mike
Warren, and Kansas' Jo Jo
White.
Critchfield, Jackson, Maravich,
Mount, Murphy, Travis, and
White all participated in the U.S.
Olympic trials at University
Arena earlier this month.

SOUTHWEST
ELECTRIC SHAVrR SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR
210 THIRD NW
2<17-8219

ART
SUPPLIES

20% DISCOUNT
Shiva Oils & Water Colon
Brushes- Canvas
Panels- Stretched Canvas
Stretcher Bars & Mote

LANGELL'S
2510 Central S.E.

A~ross

From Johnson Gym

J
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From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men
and Women
Fidelity Union Life

.

ACADEMY
AWARD
WINNER!!

"ONE OF THE
YEAR'S 10
BEST FILMS!"
Cntrttter-,

Times • Gelrnis, Ntwtcf&)l'
Welt, Cue • Wlnsttn, Post

I
;

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

i

BEST
FOREIGN

FILM
7:30

9:2l

l!:LOSELY

~ATCHED

TRAINS

Mora•nstern, Htwswnt
Nperl lo Knight, Saturday Ravltw

NEW MEXICO LO.BO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

·~.2!!::!!... ~apers' Officially Opens RHC Week

officially opened last night with b~es, and the maximum time
"Concert Capers," a variety show t! een sdcenes was planned for
including the presentation of sevV:oosceaclon s, Schus.ter sa~d.
1
ul
presentatiOns mel d d
~ra pop ar songs, vocally and the theme from "V 1
. u e
Instrumentally, two dance num- Dolls " "Th L k fa ley .~~ t~e
bers, and a running skit.
is M' S e, oo ~. Lov~, This
The theme of the show pre
s t."y ong, and Sunrise, Sun· th e Concert Hall• wase A fi
sented m
·
b
.
''Fresh."
'
th C ve-pr~ ~nd mtro~uced
Described as an "innovation" "Whoaper~,~ ~Ja~y verston of
by RHC President Larry Schus- "Soun:m f S'l e a~, also played
1 en~e.
ter, the program was performed
A fi 8 _0
by ;professional actors, not resi- lif
ve pa~ skit abou~ college
dence hall members.
du~in';a~:e;pr~:ed ~t ~n!:r':als
The show was produced by Ed
h
t ·f. h a!fl. n
ucmg
Adams. It had no master of cere- eac par_~ t e skit was a numorC 0 Ro IVADo
ous gw r-aecompanied parody

Mr. G's Pizza
is fast Pizza
30 Minutes to any

Dorm.

°
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255-5079
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Classes on the nature
of Christian matrimony
for those about
to be married

t

l
I

i

'

April 25 and May 2
Canterbury Chapel
Fr. Crews, Chapl::__ _ _ _

THE
THINKING
MAN'S

CHOICE •••
You can't just wish your way
out of the kind of problems we've
got today. You've got to think
them through-and that takes
a lifetime of getting ready.
Think about Viet Nam.Abrutalconfftetthat
tears the nation. Anew kind of war against a new kind
oferemy, that requires new concepts of~ mili·
tary, political, and diplomatic effort. This is a time when
we must explore every avenue toward settlement-but
keep up our guard againstthetemptationsof a tamou·
flaged surrender.
Think about your dollar. Weakened and
shrunk by buy-now·pay·later politics, eaten by taxes,
threatened by the balance of payments and the gold
drain. It's going to take skill and understanding 1o get
an $000 billion economy back on the track-and keep
itthere.

make our nation whole again by making our people
one again.

Think about the world. Its complexity and
its challenge. Russia. China. NATO, SEATO, the OAS,
the UN. Europe.The Middle East Africa. latin America.
Asia. Nuclear arms and diplomatic maneuvers. Aworld
entering the most dangerous period in its history, and
looking to the United. Sillies for leadership that can
take it safely through.

Think aboutthe Presidency. Its awesome
powers and its lonely responsibilities. The rang~ of
things a President has to think about, know about The
great decisions that he alone can m<lke, and that may
determine thefateoffreedom for generations to com~
-ancl even the survival of civilization.

Think aboutthe one man who is best quali·
fled for that office. With the sure hand, the balanced
judgment, the combination of seaS<Jned experience

Ij

Thursday, April25, 1968

Think about the cities. Aboutthecivilwar
rippingournatiooaparlAboutviolenceandaimeand
despair. About the need for both the rule of law and the
light of hope. About the new states111ansllip needed 1o

't.

5?

A proposed amendment to the
Associated Students constitution
which will make the National stu:
dent Association coordinator's
position appointive instead of
elective, was approved by Student Senate last night and will
be placed on the ballot in the
May 5 ASUNM elections.
Senate earlier this semester
voted to remove the NSA coordinator's salary. The deadline for
taking out petitions has passed
and no candidate ahs indicated
interest in running.
''THERE IS obviously no interest in this position," Sen. Ray
Schowcrs remarked. The position
could be handled by an ombudsman, appointed by the ASUNM
president, who would coordinate
national NSA affairs, and by aaparate chairmen for the NSA discount program and other areas,
Sehowers suggested.
Senate last night also passed a
bill allocating $275 to buy trophies, plaques, and certificates to
be presented to senators and others who have worked in student
government this year.
The original bill requested $625
to pay costs of a banquet for
presentation of the awards, but
senators agreed that they could
pay for their own banquet. Sen.
Barbara Bennett pointed out that
no other ASUNM organizations
were permitted to allocate activity-fee money for bnaquets in
their budgets for next year.
SEN. GARY Cone this week resigned his position as chairman
of the Elections Committee. Sen.
Suzanne Ralls was named last

night to head the group, and Sen.
George Hiller was appointed to
fill the vacancy on the committee.

Effective Sept. I

Dr. Vogel Named
Department Head

A bill sponsored by Sen. Ron
Curry that would have added a
$5000 allocation to the ASUNM
budget this year was allowed to
die in committee at the author's
request. Money in the fund would
have been loaned out to the Student Aids Office for investment
and then returned to student gov~
ernment after 'Several years.
CURRY, A candidate for
ASUNM vice-president, 'Said that
he intends to use the fund proposal as a plank in his campaign
program, and hopes to have the
idea implemented next year.
A Senate bill to amend the
ASUNM constitution by more
clearly defining the function of
the Speakers Committee has been
held in Steering Committee.
THORSON ALSO signed int;
law a bill establishing a paid position for an Associated Students'
publicity advisor and one to establish two $200 scholarship :for
"Students attending the University's branch in Quito, Ecuador,
next year.
A bill allocating $500 for
ASUNM's share of expenses for
a conference on "The University
and the State" at Taos this weekend was also signed.

Dr. Albert W. Vogel has been
named chairman of the Department of Educational Foundations
in the UNM College of Education,
Dean Chester C. Travelstead announced recently.
The appointment becomes effective Sept. 1. Dr. Vogel will serve
as acting chairman during the
l!lummer session, Dean Travelstead
said.
The department was established
this year and Dr. John T. Zepper
is acting chairman for the current
academic year.
Prof. Vogel joined the UNM
faculty in 1964. He previously
taught at Hood College, the American University, Eastern Washington College, and the University of Virginia.
Dr. Vogel earned bachelor's and
master's degrees in English from
UNM and a doctorate in education
!from the American University,
Washington, D.C.
He is a specialist in American
educational thought, and has written on the appearance of educaA man dedicated to mobilizing
tional themes in works of fiction. "those people who live outside
the power structure" will speak
on the UNM campus tonight.
Saul Alinsky will discuss the
"urban revolution" at 8 p.m. in
the Concert Hall, sponsored by
the Newman Forum. The talk is
free.
For 25 years, Alinsky has incited municipal jitters in numerous upstate New York cities as
well as his native Chicago. He is
'the founder of the Industrial
Areas Foundation-a kind of
training school for agitators
which, since 1940, has helped
more than 40 impoverished communities organize m i 1 it a n t
groups.
He has fought against meatpackers, slum landlords, city halls
dominated by a callous political
machine, and bankers who turned
their backs on small homeowners
and merchants needing loans.

I
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ONE HIGHLIGHT of last night's "Concert Capers" variety show,
which officially opened Residence Halls Council Week at UNM, was
Marilyn McGee's vocal interpretation of "Sunrise, Sunset" from the
hit Broadway musical ''Fiddler on the Roof." The show, described as
"an innovation" by Residence Halls Council President Larry Schuster,
kicked off a series of activities scheduled for the rest of the week, including a steak fry this afternoon, a TGIF dance tomorrow, a treasure
hunt Saturday, and the Women's Residence Halls Spring Formal Saturday night. (Photo by Pawley)

The problem, Alinsky said in
Harper's magazine, is tha~un
like his critics-he really believes in democracy. "A democracy lacking in popular participation dies of paralysis," he
wrote.
Alinsky is the final speaker
this year in the Newman Forum

Residence Halls Council will
meet at 8 tonight in 1·oom 253C of the Union to issue endorsements for candidates in
the Associated Students elec~
tiona. All presidential and
Senate candidates are invited to
attend, An RHC business meeting is scheduled for '7:30 in the
same room.

series, made possible by the financial support of businessmen,
,professional people, and civicminded citizens who have joilteir
to promote the work of the Newman Center and UNM.
He is expected to arrive at the
Sunport tomorrow at 4 p.m.,
where he will hold a press conference.

'Abolish Government, Rebuild' Is Plan
Of Candidate for ASUNM Presidency·
Editor's Note: The following
statement was received as a
letter to the editor by Steve
Hogan, who has filed a petition
for the presidency of the Associated Students.

STEVE HOGAN

Abolish Student <ffivernment
and Reconstruct
I would like to announce my
candidacy for the president of the
Associated Students of UNM,
since it has been little acknow·
ledged as yet.
My platform as stated before
is to make a better functioning
student body with the gteateat
amount of efficiency and attempting to cut out "red tape," making
this a student body which all will
feel a part of, and following
whatever paths are necessary to
this end.
I cannot deny that I am in this
race for purely humanitarian reasons and the betterment of the
student body but I am also in it
for personal pin. I am a atarviBg student, like many of you,
and I firmly believe we muat; ·
tlti<:k together tQ be heard.

..
--~~-~~---~---------~~--~----------

..

Steve Hogan
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AJIIOUT 2550 UNM students v.ted in the Cheice '68 Mu...l collt'tl'iate )ll'eside~~.tial pri111ary yestenlay, Tod Delan~y, t&iiiiiNS Choice
'68 atOrtlinator, said last ~ight. About 77 b.llots. are 'quest.iMnlblt;' and
may - t be valid, he sa1d. Uesults of tile nau.al elect- wnl be
JIMIIIie av.ilable Mlr~ the first week in May, lUid a tllbulation ef the
v.till~ for Nt"w Mexico governor will lte c:eaplcted by W:rt t day,
May J he said. Four New Mexico eclloole-UNII, Eastem, State, alld
the ~lege of Santa Fe voted. in Ute gov~'a primary and on the
refereDdum question on lowermg the Votillg age to 18. (Photo by
Pawley)

-•;

Newman Forum Series Ends Tonight:;
Saul Alinsky Speaks on Urban Revolt:

RHC Endorsements

NIXON'S THE ONE!

..

~ !'lo. 99

20years in public life, eight of them at the very center
restudy,andtomeasurethepressihgneedsofAmerica
and theworld inthisfinalthird of the 20th Century. The
~ man prepared by hislory for the world's toughest .
job-the one man who can really make a difference In
these boubled, dangerous times.

'The formal will be a fitting
end to what should be a fun-filled
week," Schuster added.
Schuster also said that the
Residence Halls. Council will meet
tomorrow night at 7:30 in Room
253 in the Union to talk with all
student government
hopefuls
about endorsements from RHC.
All interested candidates are invi ted to attend.

,@

spedive on the Presidency unique in our time-from

of power-followed by arare opportunity to reflect and

r

Senate Okays Move t~'~i~~g;
Selection of NSA Coordinator

Think about your children. AOO!Jttheir andyouthfulvigor. Theone man who has gained a per·
schools. Their college. Will there be a place for them?
And the world they inherit WiN it be worlh inheriti~
Will they have a world to inherit?

.
to 1 a.m. For the affair, dorm
hours for girls will be 2 a.m.
Schuster said the dance will be
formal or semi-formal, and the
theme is "Return to Tara."

Our Seventy-First Year ol Editorial F ~c/om

Students presenting ID cards will be granted a 10 per cent
discount
H
11:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. daily
ours Open 'til 9 p.m. on Friday and Saturday nites
4901 Lomas Blvd. NE
Phones 268-9231

"I John

The balloons will contain tickets
redeemable at the Union for
prizes.
The prizes, provided by the
Program Directorate, have been
donated by several local merchants.
Prizes include: a transistor
radio, theater passes, a pizza an
oil change, a record raclc a~d a
Fiesta Sandwich which feeds 50
people.
The hunt is scheduled to begin
at 10 a.m.
The week will end Saturday
night with the WRH Formal at
the Hilton Hotel from 10 p.m.

====

r;J¥rNEW MEXICO

Carrying department and Dining room service also.
Caterjng service to your favorite eating place

+

of "It Was a Very Good Year"
Planned for this afternoon' is
the annual barbecue sponsored by
th f d
·
..e oo serviCe. Tomorrow there
wdl be a TGIF dance in front of
Hokona Hall from 3 to 5.
Schuster also said "The Card·ma1" WI'II b e s h own twrce
· at 8 and
10 p.m. at the Anthropology lee~ure hall Friday night. The movie
IS sponsored by WRH and RHC.
S~udents. will be ,admitted only
With therr meal ticket numbers.
All students are eligible to compete in a Saturday afternoon
treasure hunt for balloons which
will be hidden all over campus,

37'8.7?7

ervmg as Mexican nners
and Am~rican Dishes

joy a fuU summer of swimming and next

winter you'll enjoy the warmth of the
fireplace and the charm of the large
rooms. Price only $13,900, Call Ed Noms
265-8571 and evenings 255-6852.
FOR RENT
SECLUDED HOUSE on farm in South
Valley, 15 min. from UNM, availahle to
sublet June 10, 1968 thru Aug. 31, 1969.
Call 877-9341 or 277-2405.
NEW VARSITY HOUSE at 14.1 Columbia
SE. Deluxe foro. units-twin or double
beds. $115·120 including utilities. 2423080.
1808 OLD TOWN Rd. NW. Charming as
a suit of Spanish armor~ These one bedroom furnished adobe apts. are a awing•
ing way of life. Call Sam Cooper 2658574 or evenings 842-8280. Caird-Norria
Realty.
"'
CHARM FOR RENT. Original Albuquerque Adobe. 4 bdrm, 2 batha, 32 ft. living
room, study, dining room, 6 fireplaces,
large patio, 1'h acres. Available July 1,
Telephone 243-5870.
SERVICES
SWIMMING PARTIEs-or just plain
parties. Facilities include swimming,
dancing, Bar-B-Q, volley ball etc.. 7midnigbt, 10 to 500 persons. Life
Guards provided. Thunderhird SwimGym. 247·9677.
HELP IN WRITING papen by widelr
knowledgeable prof...,ional writer. In
English, History, Psyehology, Literature. A. Segal, 1812 Central SE. 2426837. 8-S :30 a.m., 10:30-11 p.m.
TYPING I For a 'super' paper - edited
grammar, spelling, punctuation - Jet a
former NYC Exeeutive SeeretarJ' help
you. Partial background: Advertising;
Art ; Financial ; Legal ; Seienees. Es:perienced typing prof...,lonal papers presented national engineering eonferencea.
Phone: 242,0649.
TYPING WANTED: 7 yrs. experienee for
students at Univ. North Carolina. Ex-

fore April SO for appoi11tment or information.

'1

"'I

.....
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BOCA RATON, Fla. (CPS)Two Florida Atlanta University
students have .been arreste~,
on
0
versi/' ~~ tnde t e 1~g
8
run or e u en sena e as a
result of a~ alleg~dly obscene c~rtoon published m the Flonda
Free Press.
The student election was delayed by the FA U student court
after Romeo Rivard and Jim
Agut, the two editors, complained
that they had been denied their
rights as students and had been
judged by the university before
their trial.
Rivard, Agut, and three other
Free Press editors are free on
$500 bond after being arersted
for a cartoon which showed "Captain Cretin," a soldier propelling
himself over the enemy lines after
eating some Army K-ration
beans.

Tony Olmi, a student manager
Terry Calvani, chairman of
both Student Lobby Committee of the Student Union, announced
and Student Affairs Committee, his candidacy for Student Senate
last night announced his candi- last night. He is an independent
.dacy for Student Senate. He is student who has had contact with
also vice-president of Students the dorms, Greek houses, and
for Kennedy and a member of town students. His statement fol;.Chakaa, junior mens honorary lows:
After spending three years
:flllll.,J;~igma Chi, Calvani's stateabroad
in the Air Force, I am
ment reads:
of
the need to expose oneaware
': I am announcing my candidacy
for Student Senate because I self to many different ways of
feel that I can be effective next life for a better understanding of
sear in the continuing process of the world and I want to expand
.. the present promaking Student
·
of local,
Senate a viable
and effective in1~~~~~~~~~~~~and in!1
ins t i tu t i o n
at
inUNM.
inIf elected I
expowould work to
:sure of the UNM
see Senate beistudent.
"
come
more
re• ..
As a Student
-i sponsible to the
Ser~att•r my ape•needs of the
projects
L
.... J average
univerwould
include:
sity s t u d e n t.
The national convention of Phi
Tony Olmi continued work
The average
Sigma
Tau philosophical society
Terry Calvani student comes to on a students' chalet in the will be held at UNM this weektlw University to seek and pur- mountains, the placement of vot- end, bringing philosophers and
ing machines on campus accordsue an education.
students from as far away as
Since this is paramount in the ing to specific permanent dis- Ohio and California to the cammind of the student, it should al- tricts, and continued improvement pus on Friday and Saturday.
so be reflected in HIS student of the student lobby.
Early registration will be held
I also propose the establishgovernment. Therefore, I heartily
Thursday
evening in the lobby
endorse such endeavors on the ment of an ad hoc audit commit- of the Union, with convention sespart of student government to tee to audit organizational spend- sions beginning at 10 Friday
give the student a voice in the ing once the allocations have morning in room 253 of the
administration of HIS university. been made to insure the proper Union. Other sessions, all in the
handling of funds.
sity.
Finally, I pledge to attend Stu- same room, will be held at 2
efI would work to see these
p.m. Friday and 9 a.m. and 2
forts continued. I am not going dent Senate meetings to insure p.m. Saturday. Two banquets,
to make standard annual cam- e~pedient and dignified handling one Friday in the Union and one
paign promises that one hears so of legislative matters.
Saturday at La Placita in Old
My desire that the students Town,
much about each and every elecwill highlight the convention time. My only pledge is to will express their opinions direct- tion. Interested persons who want
serve the interests of a majority ly to me is exemplified by the to attend either banquet should
of the student body to the best of brevity of my platform. My pri- call Prof. Hubert Alexander at
mary qualification is the sincere ext. 4149 for more information.
my ability,
desire to achieve the above goals.
Interested students and faculty
members are also invited to attend the other convention sessions. Programs for the convention are available in the philosophy department office.
Saturday's meetings will be
A one-man show featuring the
works of Van Deren Coke, chair- held jointly with the annual conman of the UNM art department, vention of the New Mexico-West
currently on exhibition in Texas Philosophical Society.
is
BERKELEY, Calif. -The UniScudder
Gallery at the University
versity of California student govof
New
Hampshire
in Durham.
ernment has voted to begin legal
The
month-long
show
will conaction against the Berkeley adtinue
through
May
15
and inministration in an effort to recludes
35
prints
by
Coke
from
gain control of student funds.
the
past
five
years.
Chancellor Roger Heyns stripped the Student Senate of the
Associated Students, University
11
of California (ASUC), of financial authority last fall after a
student election was held in violation of administration rules
barring graduate students from
Genuine cowhide high moe,A.SUC elections. The ASUC recboot with lang top fringe.
·ognized graduate students as
Rawhide molded sole ••• air
members of the Association and
allowed them to vote in a campus
foam cushion inner sole.
election.
THE ASUC Senate voted to
begin legal proceedings after
three months of negotiations with
$16.98. , .... , . LADIES
the administration. ASUC President Dick Beahrs complained that
the administration "is not tak$18.98 .. , ...... MENS
ing our efforts at negotiation seriously. The law suit will make
BLACK e RUST e SAND
them take them seriously."
Administration officials say
they need more time to study the
ASUC's demand that financial
JUST
authority be reinstated.
Since last fall, authority and
ONE OF 30
supervision over the Student
Union Complex has been in the
STYLES
hands of the Union Program and
!facilities Board (UPFB), a body
AJ
where stUIIents are outnumbered
by faculty members and administrators. The students have refus. ed to participate in UPFB pro"Charge Accounts Invited"
ceedings.
SIX OF 13 ASUC Board Chair·
menr- students who head various
divisions of the student government, say they will submit their
current budget requests to the
ASUC Senate anyway.
In a public statement, the
Board Chairmen accused the ad·
ministration of "gross neglect of
Western & Casual Wear
the pressures of time and planON THE PLAZ:A
WINROCK CENTER
ning and the spirit of cooperaSANTA FE
ALBUQUERQUE
tion," and they pledged not to
cooperate with the UPFB.

Philosophy Group
To Convene Here

funds Use Brings
Suit ot Berkeley

Coke's Work Seen
In New Hampshire

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

THE FRONTIER BOOTJJ
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Applications from typists and Office of the Interagency Board
stenographers for employment of
Civil Service Examiners,
throughout New Mexico and the 421 Gold Ave., S.W., AlbuquerNavajo-Hopi Indian reservations que, N.M. 87101.
in Arizona are being accepted by
th U S Civil Service Commise · ·
sion.
Entrance salaries for typists
and stenographers are good and
applications will be accepted from
Fulbright-Hays advanced reApril 15 through May 15.
search awards for 1969-70 are
The written tests will be ad- now available in all professional
ministered at various New Mex- fields and for projects in the crpico towns and on the Navajo- ative and performing arts to be
Hopi Indian reservations. Albu- carried out abroad.
querque students may take their
The deadline for applications is
performance tests in typing and June 1, 1968. Further information
stenography at the State Em- may be obtained in the UNM 'Ofployment Office.
fice of International Services,
Additional information and applications may be obtained by 1717 Roma N.E.
contacting the Examiners-inCharge at post offices throughout
t:h=e~s=ta~t=e~or~a~t~th=e~I=nf~or=m==a=ti~o=n____________________________

Listen tO KU NM

• EASY CREDIT TERMS
• CONVENIENT PARKING

,, .
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"Pirouette" by

\!!!J'"ge blossom
not only does Orange Blossom
guarantee the value of your diamond
forever, they give you a lifetime of
free professional cleaning and
servicing, and a year's guarantee against
loss, theft or do mage

(~)
~

OPPOSITE UNM CONCERT HALL

Dr. Ellis To Lead
NM Excavations

Bring This Ad
and We Will g1ve you

Applications are now being taken at UNM for persons who want
to work this summer as a VISTA
associate.
This year, the '70 associates
will work 10 weeks in four New
Mexico areas: the northern-rural
areas, A-lbuquerque-urban areas,
Santa Fe, and the Roswell-Artesia area.
The associates receive a living
allowance for room, board, and
expenses. At the end of the 10
weeks they receive termination
pay at a rate of $50 per month,
Applications are being accepted
now through June 1 at the UNM
Center for Community Action,
2001 Gold SE. Anyone over the
age of 18, regardless of educational background, may apply. Preferences will be given to college
students who have completed
their sophomore year and have
an ability to speak Spanish. However, all other interested persons
are urged to apply. "The main
criterion is a willingness to
serve," said Bill McKinstry of the
center.
The associates will work on
community service projects such
as adult education, child development, tutoring, consumer action
programs, and community 'Selfhelp projects.
A four-day training session will
begin June 14, then the associates
will be in the field until Aug. 27.

SUSAN BOYD, a Fine Arts
freshman, was elected the 1968
Onate Hall Sweetheart in an
election held April 3. Miss Boyd
will receive a gold charm as a
remembrance of the honor.

Authors to Speak
In Union Thursday
UNM students are invited to
hear four Southwestern authors
at 8 p.m. Thursday, April 25, in
the Union. ·
The authors' talks will follow
the annual Book-Author Dinner
sponsored by the Albuquerque
branch of the American Association of University Women.
The four authors are William
Weber Johnson, author of "Heroic Mexico"; Richard Bradford,
author of "Red Sky at Morning,"
a novel with a New Mexico setting; Mrs. T. D. Allen, teacher
at the Institute of American Indian Arts; and Fray Chavez, author of the upcoming novel
"Coronado's Friars.''
Student admission is $1 which
goes to the AAUW fellowship
fund. Tickets are available at
Rhodes and Fedways book departments and at the Plaza and New
Mexico book stores.

•

•

Mr. G's Pizza
is fast Pizza
30 Minutes to any·'"''
Dorm.

Exclusive Deol61's for

KEEPSAKE RINGS in
Albuquerque . . .
402 Central Ave., Downtown
124 Coronado Center

'

Thunderbird
All You Need Is Love

Short Stories
Poetry
Critical Essays
Reviews
Plays
Drawings
Lithographs
Photographs

on any
and

in our Great collection
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
ONLY!
A perfect chance to
outfit yourself swim-wise
for the entire season-at
a fabulous saving. Take one
and put one in LAYAWAY!

Summer Workers
Needed in VISTA

The Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity has volunteered to paint more
than 7,000 square feet of walls
at the Heights Community Center Saturday.
Fraternity members estimate
the job will take about six hours
to complete with 20 people working on the project.
Lambda Chi Alpha, in the past,
has raised more than $1,000 for
the March of Dimes and collected
clothing for the Salvation Army.

I

25%
OFF
Swimsuit
Coverup

play the 11th and 12th as well
as the 17th-19th. Tickets will go
on sale at the Rodey Theatre box
office starting May 3rd between
3:30 and 6:30 p.m. daily.

UNM's 37th annual field session in archaeology and ethnology,
considered one of the major summer field schools in the United
States, has been scheduled for
June 15-July 27.
For the fifth year, Dr. Florence
Ellis of the UNM Department of
Anthropology will lead excavations at Sapawe, 65 miles northwest of Santa Fe in the Chama
drainage. Work during past summers has shown that Sapawe was
occupied by A.D. 140(} or before.
Some occupation lasted into the
17th century, but in Sapawe there
is almost no evidence of European
influence.
Living quarters for the field
session will be the canvas covered
tepees of Tepee Village at Ghost
Ranch.
Planned for the field session is
an optional eight day, 1,600 mile
camping-field trip to Mesa Verde,
Chaco Canyon, Gallup, Flagstaff,
Hopi Mesas, and Kayenta.
Further information on the
summer sessions may be obtained
Dr. Ellis.

UNM Fraternity ~~·.
To Paint Center

CONTRIBUTE TO

Sizes
3-13

After all, it's what makes the world go 'round in
that wonderful, once-in-a-lifetime way. The engagement ring you choose says so much about
yourlove ... and should it be a Keepsake, the
word is "flawless." A brilliant diamond of fline
color and modern cut guaranteed flawless (or
replacement assured). Just look for the name
Keepsake, in the ring and on the tag at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. He's in the yellow
pages under"Jewelers."

T..7'"--..

~~I STEREO

~1.2sa
DIAMOND

k:

e®

RINGS

PRICES FROM $100. TO $5000. R1NGS ENLARGED TO SHOW EIEA.UT'i Ot:' DE.TAIL •
® TRADE•MARK REG. A. tl. POND COMPANY, INC •• ESTABLISHED 1892:

----------------------------

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "HowTo Plan Your Engage- I
ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for I
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book. I
·~· I
Name------------------------------------~----~

AddreSS------~---------------·--------------

2937 MONTe VISTA BLVD.; N.J:.

Just one block east of U.N.M.

City

Bring contributions to English Department Office, Art Department Office or
Thunderbird Office in the Journalism Building.

I State

I

Zip
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13201

I
I

I
I

l
I

L----------------------------~

I.

i.

L

•·

DELAIR S62S. AlSO USO. TO 2100. WEDDING RING 100.

DEADLINE MAY 1

'

....

UNM Drama Department:
To Give l=inal ·Production

Bill Coleman, candidate for
Associated Students president,
will speak on his platform and
answer questions from students at the open forum on the
mall today at 12:30.

YOUR PERSONAL
SERVICE JEWELER
2312 CENTRAL SE

June 15-July 27

Candidate to Speak

t'
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'The Amorous Flea'

For i~s fourth and final major
productiOn of the academic year
the UNM department of dram~
presents "The Amorous Flea."
Based on Moliere's "School For
Wives," "The Amorous Flea" is
a musical comedy. It enjoyed a
successful run.in New York's offbroadway district and another in
London and is now one of the
I)lo;st . ~ought-after properties on
the ;market.
· For those not familiar with this
c.Iassic tale of comic irony the
setth1g is Paris near the tu;n of
the eighteenth century. Monsieur
Arnolphe (played by Milburn
Mehlhop) has just returned from
a fortnight's journey to discover
that his captive bride-to-be Agnes (Jan Thompson) has discov~red the world outside her strictly
Imposed bounds of ignorance.
actually, she has been discovered
by Horace (Phil Nicholson) who,
in his determination to win her
has turned to Arnolphe for advice.
As one might easily imagine,
there follows a merry chase as
Arnolphe tries to keep his true
identity from Horace and foil his
advances on Agnes, but complications arise when his bawdy servants, (Susan Stoner and Tuck
Kopp) get into the act and foil
him back.
The script as well as its musical numbers is light and brightly
brittle and can guarantee a big
supply of those comfortable
laughs that are so much in demand these days.
"The Amorous Flea" opens in
Rodey Theatre May 10 and will

Applications Open

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Lobo Nine to Match 30-6 Record Against ASU
The streaking New Mexico
Lobo baseball team puts its 30-6
record on the line here this week·
end when it plays host to defending NCAA national champion
Arizona State University in a
t h r e e-game Western Athletic
Conference series.
'l'hree of the losses on the Lobos' record were to Arizona State,'
but the Lobos have won 11 of
their last 12 gamea since the Arizona State series, including a
three-game sweep over WAC :foe
Arizona last weekend.
THE LOBOS defeated the

Wildcats 3-0, 5-3, and 3-2, and
added an 8-2 victory over Eastern
New Mexico on Monday, ASU
beat New Mexico 3-2, 3-2, 4-1.
New Mexico has always been
third in the three-team Southern
Division of the league and iaces
a must situation with the Sun
Devils. ASU is 3-0 in the division,
New Mexico stands 3-3, and Arizona is 0-3. Last season both Arizona and ASU finished with 7-5
WAC records and ASU won the
playoff game 3-2.
ARIZONA STATE comes to Albuquerque with a 29-8 record and

opens its visit Thursday night
with the Univeraity of Albuquerque before meeting the Lobos in
a single game at 3 p.m. Friday
and a twinbill starting at 1 p.m.
on Saturday.
Lobo coach Bob Leigh has
come up with some fine pitching
performances and clutch hitting
over the season and figures the
ASU series will be in the hands
of his pitching staff. Friday's
game will be a rematch between
UNM's ace Ralph Sallee and
ASU's Jeff Pentland.
Sallee has a 7-1 record with
his only loss to Pentland 3-2 in
Tempe. Pentland's record now
sta.nds at 6-3. Sallee shut out
Arizona by scattering seven hits
and now has an ERA of 2.13 with
86 strikeouts to his credit.
IN SATURDAY'S doubleheader, Leigh will send Bob McAulay
(6-1) against ASU's Larry Gura
(3-2) which is also a rematch although neither can claim a victory over the other. Both were
starters at Tempe, but both gave

Sports Notes
Impressive Sprinters
Freshmen sprinters Don Walton and Ivory Moore compiled
impressive track records while
in high school. Both Moore and
Walton ran last season at Manual High in Denver and :recorded 9.7s in the 100-yard dash and
21.0s in the 220-yard dash. Moore
was the 196'7 Class T r i p 1 e A
spring champion while Walton
held the crown in 1966.

Sprints Hardest Hit
The sprints were the hardest
hit on the Lobo track team this
season. Rene Matison and Jim
Singer will have to carry the
load. Matison ran second in the
WAC 100 and 220-yard dashes
last season and will probably
shift between the sprints and the
quarter. Matison had a good indoor season and should have one
of :his best season in 1968.

Foster's First Year
UNM's WINNINGEST PITCHER, righthander Ralph Sallee, will
open the Lobos' crucial three-game series with defending NCAA
champion Arizona State University on Friday. Sallee, a senior, has
posted a 7-1 record this season and is boasting a 2.13 earned run
average in 63 1/3 innings of work. Sallee is second on the list of Lobo
pitchers with 86 strike outs, and has given up 22 walks to opponents
this season.

Dale Foster is in his first year
as assistant track coach under
head coach Hugh Hackett. The
34-year-old Foster is working on
his doctorate degree after serving as assistant coach at Northern Dlinois University in DeKalb.

away to pinch hitters in the ninth
with the score tied. ASU won in
the 11th with Joe Arnold taking
the win in relief.
Arnold bas an 8-1 record for
the season and will go to the
mound :for Arizona State in the
nightcap. His only loss this year
was to Southern lllinois, 3-1.
Laigh is yet to announce which
Lobo pitcher will face Arnold.
Leigh pulled a surprise move
against Arizona when he sent reliever Ed Reeder to the mound as
the starter in the second half of
Saturday's twinbi!l. Reeder (3-0)
went the distance for the win and
could be a starter here SatUI·day.

I

--- •
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NE.W MEXICO's hitting and
fielding have also played important roles in the Lobos' 30-6
mark. The Lobos are now fielding
.960 and in the last 45 innings
have committed but three miscues
-all three in the 5-3 win over
Arizona. Only one runner scored
who had been aided by an error.
The Lobos are hitting the ball
at a .280 clip with first-sacker
Milte McLaughlin leading the
regulars with a .379 average,
Other regulars over the .300
mark include Jim Palmer at .353
and Greg With at .328. Palmer
leads in RBI's with 26 and doubles with eight.

CLIP COUPON • - - -

SPECIAL
Through April 30

PIZZA HUT
SPECIAL

Bvy One
Get One FREE
of same size

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
of every week in April
with this coupon
Open all day to hOO a.m.
--- •

Ill

I
I
I
I
I~

II
I•

I

CLIP COUPON • - - - ·

Call Ahead for Faster Service

5025 Central NE

Phone 265-8437

11:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m. Daily

last week by Collegiate Baseball,
a newspaper published in Tucson,
but broke into the top ten after
it swept three straight :from Arizona last weekend at the UNM
diamond.
The Collegiate Baseball poll is
conducted bi-weekly with voting

TODAY ... IN THE BELLAS HESS

CAMPUS SPOTLIGHT
\------- \.

\
VISIT OUR COMPLETE
PRESCRIPTlON DEPT.
ASK ABOUT

"STUDENT DISCOUNTS..

by major college coaches in the
NCAA. New Mexico, until this
season, had never even been in
the running for a spot in the top
ten.
Arizona State, the Lobos' next
foe, dropped out of the numberone position to third, behind Florida State and Stanford. The defending NCAA national champions bring a 29-8 record to Albuquerque for a three-game series that is a must for the Sun
Devils and New Mexico.
Florida State (18-1) is :ranked
fiirst, Stanford (23-6) is second,
ASU is third, Minnesota (18·5) is
fourth, Oregon State (14-1) fifth,
Mississippi (13-2) sixth, Texas
(16-6) seventh, Washington State
(19-1) eighth, New Mexico (30-6)
ninth, and Santa Clara (19·6)
tenth.

YOU SAVE

Because you serve yourself to
HIGHEST QUALITY GASOLINE
COIN OPERATED

DEPARIMENI STORE

and now ...

team is saddled with. Instead, will cost money and the Soccer
By CHARLES WOOD
UNM':; unbeaten and untied UNM holds a pair of problems, Chtb has little of it. Student sensoccer team will face its toughest the first one in the ahape of play- ator Dale Foglestrom, in an attempt to alleviate this problem,
test of the young season when ing experience.
TWO OF THE Lobos' three is scheduled to present a bill to
the Lobos journey to Las Cruces
to compete in the annual Aggie victories have come at the ex- Senate next Wednesday night to
Soccer Invitational tournament pense of a small New Mexico appropriate :funds :for such a trip.
Tech team in Socorro. The other
THE UNM varsity soccer team
on Sunday, May 5.
The Lobos, boasting a 3-0 won- victory was a slight 4-3 win over is .made up of mostly foreignlost record, will compete against the tournament-host NMSU Ag- exchange students and a :few nasuch teams as the University of gies in a match played at Las tive Americans. The team is choChihuahua-a team of college all- Cruces.
sen as all-stars from the intraThe other problem is one that mural UNM Soccer Club.
stars from Mexico City-and a
Talent-laden Africa has altouring team of West Germans. is probably common to 12,000
But the competition isn't the other UNM students at this time ready clinched a berth in the
only problem the Lobo soccer of year. The trip to Las Cruces playoffs along with Albuquerque
Soccer Club. The third team in
the three-team playoffs will be
In Phoenix
4ecided Sunday when Columbia
meets World Union {Menaul
High School) in a match scheduled at 2:30 p.m. on the Johnson
Gym soccer fields.
The Soccer Club, under the direction of President Bobby Gallegos, is presently trying to set up
By BOB RUSSO
"We've been wasting too many shots, and this trip will emphasize a second league :for next :fall with
making up :for that," said golf coach Dick McGuire as the players the two league winners meeting
piled into their big station wagon headed for Phoenix and the Sun :for the overall championship. The
Devil Invitational.
second league would be composed
Last week the golfers finished very poorly in two tournaments and of varsity teams from the ten
McGuire said this was because the
but one or two very bad holes. :..
Instead of losing one or two shots
they would lose three or four,
McGuire said.
McGuire also switched the
traveling team for the Arizona
trip and included two ireshmen .
Albert Lovato and Chuck Milne
will get the chance to improve the
team showing. McGuire said with
the depth the Lobos have this
year they could do this success:fully.
Along with the two freshmen
arc four juniors, Dwaine Knight,
Terry Dear, Mike Goodart, and
Steve Satterstrom. All four are
looking forward to making up
for their showings the past few
weeks.
Alter the long trip back to Albuquerque from Houston, Knight
was asked about the weekend and
commented, "If I can't represent
my school and New Mex1co any
better than that, then I don't
want to play." Although Knight
is depressed, McGui;e feels ~e
Pick up a half-barrel of Bud®
was capable of makmg the tr1p
(good for about 245 12-ounce cups
thisweek.
.
Milne who hasn't play-ed m a
... with foam) and the tapping equip·
college tournament this year, bas
ment on the day of the party. Just
developed some confidence in his
set the beer in a tub of ice to keep
game and McGuire is giving him
a chance to prove it.
it cold.
Lovato, the other freshman,
said he is happy with the way
his game has been going and can
hardly wait for the trip this
week.

JADE 1 EAST®

CORAL

Toughest Competition Sunday

A NEW AFTER SHAVE & COLOGNE

U. Golfers to Compete This Weekend
In Sun Devil Invitational Tournamenf

AFTER SHAVE from $2.50
COLOGNE from $3.00
SWANK Inc.-Sole Distributor

pp~la~y~e:r::_s~w~e~r~e~p~l~a~~y~in~g~w~e=l~l~o~n~al~l-~A~lb~u~q~u~e::rq~u~e~h~i!!gh~s~c~h~o~ol~s::_.-----==========================-
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Albuquerque
320 Wyoming Blvd., S.E., 2404 Broadway, S.E., Bridge and Isleta,
Candelaria and Edith

the Doily Double lounge
ond Heritage Room
Dancing to
Mike Houston Trio
Beet 25 cents a glass

2

Just before the party begins, tap
your beer. First, make sure the
beer faucet is closed (you wouldn't
want to waste a drop of Beechwood
Aged Bud!). Then, insert the faucetand-pump unit into the upper valve
of the keg, give it a quarter turn
clockwise, and lock it in place by
tightening the lower wing nut.

3

Next, insert the lager tap
in the lower valve of the
keg and give it a quarter turn.
Now, set the keg upright in a
tub and pack ice around it.

Net Squod Seeks
Win No. 12 Today

Abrams, Your Hosts

BELLASHESS

U NM' s Soccer. T earn to Face

1:

{and tie into the best reason in the world to drink beer)

AT

Lobo Nine Breaks Into lop 10
Coach Bob Leigh's New Mexico Lobo baseball team made
school history yesterday when it
broke into the nation's top ten
elite with a ninth-place ranking
among the country's major college baseball teams.
New Mexico was ranked 11th

Page 1
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UNM's surprising tennis team
will be going after its 12th victory of the season against a
single loss when it meets New
Mexico State University today at
3 p.m. at the UNM courts.
The Lobos trounced the Univer-sity of Albuquerque 6-0 Monday
and moved with seven victories of
equaling their last season's win
record. New Mexico posted an
18-5 mark last year.
New Mexico has been bolstered
by veterans Ted Russell, Van Hill,
and Tony Bull all season and has
been getting good support :from
a fast-improving crew of newcomers headed by Willie Oropez.
Coach Joe Ferguson's Lobos,
despite their good regular season
record last yaar, finished :fourilt
in a tough WAC championship
meet at the t1NM courts. Brigham
Young, the only team to beat the
Lobos this season, won the title
and is a logical choice to repeat
this year.

4

You're now ready to draw
beer. Pump pressure to the
proper point for good draw,
usually about 15 lbs. That's all
there is to it, hut there's no rule
against sampling just to make
sure everything is perfect.
Abhhhh! It's no wonder you'll
find more taverns with the
.
famous "Bud on D raugh t " s1gn
than any other!

Strong Track Team
Hackett-coached tt•aek teams nt
UNM have compillld a 42-9·1 record in dual meets, 16-2 in triangulars, and 7·1 in quadrangulara.
Last senson the Lobos won the
W e s t a :r n Athletic Conference
c h am p i o n s h i p for the fourth
straight year.

®
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC••

sr. LOUIS •

NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON
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New York 'Peace Pent:agon' Has No ~levat:or
By RICHARD ANmONY
College Press Service
NEW YORK (CPS)-The elevators in the building at Five
Beekman Street in Lower Manhattan don't run all the way to
the top.
They stop at the ninth floor,
which is sufficient for the lawyers, architects, and other professional men who have offices there,
but not for the people who work
on the tenth floor and who must
climb a narrow flight of stairs to
get to work. The steps on the
staircase are rundown; the walls

beside them are grimy and :ftakey,
all of which is in sharP contrast
with the demure paneling and
sparkling mosaics that line the
interior of the elevators.
The contrast is appropriate because the stairs lead into the
Ney York's "Peace Pentagon," a
conglomeration of groups and
non-groups, organizations and
publications, peace professionals
and amateurs, all of them working one way or another to end the
war and all of them, without exception, poor.
EVERY office has its posters,
sometimes rising all the way up
the walls and spilling over onto
the ceiling• .A visitor can identify
some of the offices simply by looking at their posters.
PERSONALS
The Resistance, for example,
SPEND SOHMER FREE at a pilar ranchhas familier ones with legends
ero. Unimproved bot picturesque adobe
such as "Make love, not war,"
h<>tJSe, artistic setting, with trout lake.
No pay and no work-turn water on and
"Support the troops, bring them
off. Write Box 5011, Santa Fe, New Mexhome," and "Where have all the
MOUNTAIN HOME • .Tune 15-August 3d.
young men gone?" It also bas doSomewhat primitive. No rent in exit-yourself posters which includes
cbange eare pets while owners on vacation. P.O. 351, Granm, New Mexieo.
a clipping of Bobby Kennedy with
POETRY WANTED for Poetry Anthology.
his band outstretched, Just beInclude stamped envelope. Idlewild Pubyond his band someone has pastlishers, 543 Frederick, San Francisco,
California. 94117.
ed in a photo of Eugene McCarthy's head. "Bouncy, bonney McFOR SALE
Carthy," Kennedy is saying and
TWO BEDROOM ADOBE. (lJNM area).
It's a world of its own! Rustic,. charm·
someone has given McCarthy the
ing, with patios and gardens,. you"n be
label "co-opter.''
captivated. Beautiful fireplace. diningroom. Mexican tile bathroom, perfect
The Catholic Peace Fellowship,
for a oouple! $14,000, call Bruoe Caird
right
next to the Resistance, has
265-8571 or evenings 247-30.18. CairoNorris Realty.
4x
some of the same posters but also
many that aren't found anywhere
ADOBE WITH POOL. Near UNJ\1. Compk!teJ.7 reconditioned. Move in and en ...
else
on the tenth floor-colorful
joy a fuJI summer of sVlimming and next
message posters by Sister Mary
winter you11 enjoy the warmth of the
fireplace and the ehann of the large
Coritea, a friend of the CPF,
rooms. Price only $13,900. CaD Ed Norris
and a large poster with the words
26.5-8571 and evenings 25G-6852.
"No more war. War never again,"
FOR SALE: 1958 Fiat 110, 4 dr. Sedan,
Good Mechanical Condjtion, F~nomi<".al.
a quote from Pope Pan.1.
$195.00 or make offer. CaD Prof. Cox at
THE RESISTANCE and CPF
277-1.939 or 298-7232.
5/1
offices
are the first ones a visitor
IT SPARKLES inside or ont; here's the
sees when entering by the main
best kept 3 bdrm. home, ta•tefullY carpeted, a fireplace and kitchi!Jl wjth
door. Beyond them are the offices
dishWMher, disposal, and large wvered
of
the War Resistors League, the
patio. If you're ill5t startinl'! out; this
lwmc is not far from UNM.. tennis
oldest of the tenth-floor group.
club and shopping. At $15,600, it's &
Since its founding in 1923, the
winner! can Sam Cooper. 265-8571,
5/1
e•·enings & weekends. 842-8202.
WRL has become a well-established pacifist organization with
1966 SUZUKI X-6, 250ee, 3000 mi. Runs
like new. $500. CaD 268-9402.
5/1
a more or less dependable middle
19M ALFA ROMERO, Snyder Conv.
class membership (which is now
1600.... so.ooo mi. $1!00. can 268-9402.
at 7,000, having gzowu substan5/1
tially
since the early days of
FOR RENT
American
involvement in Viet
SECLUDED HOUSE on farm in South
Nam). In keeping with its place
Valley,. lS min. from UNM. avai&lble to
sublet .Tune 10, 19GS tbru Ang. 31, l!IG9.
in the p e a c e establishment,
can 877-9341 or 277-2405.
W,RL's posters are more tradiNEW VARSITY HOUSE at 141 Columbia
tional
than those in the ResistSE. Deluxe Cum. unit..-twin or doable
ance office.
beds. $115-120 including utilities. 2423080.
Down a long corridor, past the
1808 OLD TOWN Rd. NW. Charming as
interior shaft that brings a few
a suit or Spanish armor. These one
hours of sunlight to the tenth
bedroom farnishod adobe apfl!l, are a
swinging way of life. can Sam Cooper,
floor's inner windows are the
2&5-8564 or ..., Mrs. Humble at above
other offices: the New York
addre!s week<!Dds. Caird-Norris RealtlT.
Workshop in Non-Violence; the
- 5/1
WRL's New York .Action Branch;
HELP WANTED
Liberation magazine, which is
WAN'fED: An attractive single girl to
cook eVeniug weekday m.U. Mon.-Fri.
edited by David Dellinger, who
RenumeratioM-m.U. and $1 per hour.
is
also a co-chairman of the OcIt interested call Carlo M•rreDi. 8421353.
tober 21 Pentagon march; and
WIN magazine, a bi-weekly that
SERVICES
has recently become the official
SWIMMING PARTIES-or juat ploJn
parties. Facilities include swimming,
organ of the WRL.
dancing, Bar-B-Q, volley ban ete. 7In addition, there are traces of
midnigbt, 10 to 500 )>el'ZOM. Li!e
Guards Provided. Thunderbird Swinlorganizations now defunct. Most
Gym. 247-9677.
notably, the Committee for NonHELP IN WRITING papers by -widely
Violent Action, which merged
lmowledgeable prof...,ional writa. In

WANT ADS

English, History, P!l)'cbology, Literature. A. Segal, 1812 Central SE. 2426837. 8-8:30 a.m., 10 :30·11 p.m.
TYPING WANTED: 7 yrs. experience toi
lltudento at Univ. North Carolina. Exeellent aocarac:y, Straight typing (term
papers etc.) 35e per page-you :Carniah
paper. Paper furnished at une eent a
!beet. Preler you call Tne. or Tbms.
nighta. 242-9451.

BA MAJORS: Get valuable experience in
Direct selling while earning good Income. Start now. part time,. to maximi%e
Cull time summer Earnings. WeD lmown.
long ...tablished company, ..,bolar.!hip
benefifl!l. can 296-1982, 5 to 9 p.m. before April 30 Cor appointment or infor-

mation.

LOST&FOUND
$20 REWARD Cor return of too:1 !rom
behind Biology Bldg. on Monday. No
questions asked. Marten Fry. 1220 12th
St. NW. 242-1053,
5/i
MISCELLANEOUS
EL DIA GRANDB Saturday, Avril 27 at
Musemn of Albuquerque, Yak SE at
the Sunport. Used Book Sale (Text
Books, Best Sellers, Medical Classic,
11
Hand Book of Haman Anatomyu") and
Bake Sale.
4/26
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TIUIDB!BlRD SWIM-GTM
2023 COLUMBIA SE

Swimming -Tennis
Diving - Gymnastics
Lessons for all ages
Sauna Baths - Parties

247-9677

·with the WRL last fall. In the
office once occupied by the CNV.A
are large, round signs made of
wood and attached to long staffs
which bear the legend "Walk for
peace - San Francisco to Moscow!' Above one of them is a
large map of the United States
with the walk route across the
country carefully marked on it.
THE WRL· is clearly the central organization at Five Beekman. It has been there the longest. It lends its space to less established groups like the Resistance rent-free. Its officers are active in several of the other organizations at Five Beekman. For
example, until his death last year,
A. J. Mustie, the well-known pacifist, was chairman of the editorial board of Liberation magazine in addition to being head of
the WRL.
There are obvious advantages
to all of the organizations at Five
Beekman to being there together.
Besides participating in each other's activities, they can share
equipment, exchange contacts,
and discuss strategies with each
other. More important, having a
variety of peace groups together
in one place gives those who work
there a sense of community that
is really important for them.
.Although the groups are subjected to little harrassrnent, aside
from hate mail and an occassional visit from an FBI agent, there
is one threat that is constantly
present for many of the young
peace workers - the threat of
prison.
ED FffiLDS, a former Cornell
student who has been with the
Resistance since early last fall,
says the fact that most of them
expect to go to prison sooner or
later has created problems for
some of the Resistance staff. He
says that the girl friends of some
staff members have broken up
with theni on the issue of prison.
But he says that the presence
of men who have served prison
terms and who can offer advice on
how to deal with the problems
that prison creates has been a
great help to the younger peace
workers. He adds that in order to
make this advice on a much
broader scale, the WRL has prepared a tape recording of a discussion about prison life by four
men who have been in. The next
issue of WIN will be devoted
largely to articles by former prisoners.
If prison is one problem for
the groups at Five Beekman, another is the political situation in
the countcy now and prospect of
peace negotiations between the
United States and North Viet
Nam. It isu't difficult to hear evidence of recent successes by one
or more of the groups.
The Resistance, for example,
had a demonstration of 500 people April 15 when the Rev. Paul
E. Gibbons, chaplain at Cornell
University, refused at the White-

hall Induction Center in Manhattan. The demonstration was given
wide press coverage.
TOM CORNELL of the Catholic Peace Fellowship recently
helned to organize a protest ad
by- Catholic writers against the
subsidizing of South Vietnamese
militia units by Catholic Relief
Services, a huge Catholic welfare
organization which has since decided to end the project.
Nevertheless, the changed political situation has had its impact. "McCarthy is definitely
having an effect, particularly on
the money," says Maris Cakars,
head of the WRL's tax resistance
project. According to Cakars, the
group that has been the most
heavily hit so far is the Fifth
.Avenue Peace Parade Committee,
an amorphous coalition of New
York peace organizations that is
sponsoring another mass peace
parade April 27.
The Resistance is somewhere
between the ad hoc groups and
the WRL in its orientation, which
organized around the two issues
of Viet Narn and the draft. Chris
Robinson, a former actor who
now does a good deal of draft
counseling for the Resistance,
believes that the issue of the
draft will be a live one for some
time to come, even if there is
peace in Viet Narn. "The next
outbreak could come in Bolivia
or somewhere else and they'll
need troops there," he said.
.ACCORDING
TO
Fields,
though, the Resistance will run
into difficulty if it attempts to
move on to new issues, such as
the urban crisis. "Many people
in the Resistance feel that we
shouldn't take stands on anything except the draft," Fields

ACADEMY
AWARD
WINNER!!

"ONE OF THE
YEAR'SlO
BEST FILMS!"
c,..ahn. Timu • Gelmls, HtWSCir
Wott, Cu• • Wins.t~n. Post.
Mo,.enstHn, Newsweek
Alpert & Knight, SalurdJJ Rewiaw

explained. "We debated taking
other stands but we've decided
against it.''
For the time being, therefore,
the Resistance will stick with its
previous activities of organizing
support demonstrations for men
who refuse induction, leafleting
induction centers, and counseling
daft-age men. No date has been
set for another major draft card
turn-in although the new date
may be set at a national Resistance conference which will be
held in Chicago April 30-May 2.

C. I<:. Jordan, Mgr. (Apt. I)

242-3080
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By ALLEN BUCHAN.AN
Saul Alinsky, speaking last
night to a large audience in the
UNM Concert Hall, said one of
the biggest problems the United
States faces today is the lack of
an organized Negro force, black
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~NE OF THE biggest problems facing tlle United States today
~aid Saul Alinsky in the Concert Hall last night, is the lack of organ~
JZ~ Negr~ forces. Alinsky was introduced as a man who deliberately
tr1es to agitate an~ confuse the power structure. He stressed the impo~nce or orgamzation for the American Negro. He said even if
whites w~nted to meet with ghetto leaders, there would. be no leaders
to meet w1th. (Photo by Pawley)

Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

By GRANT HARVEY
Residence Halls Council endorsed Jim Dines as president, Ron
Curcy as vice president, and
twelve senatorial candidates for
the forthcoming Associated Students elections in a meeting last
night.
Dines said he favored the incorporation into student government of a student rights committee and he said he would also like
to see improvements in Student

~

30

New Mexico Governor David F.
Cargo is on the UNM campus today and will speak on the Mall at
3: 30 this afternoon.
Cargo addressed two journalism classes this morning.
The Republican is a candidate
for re-election next year. His ap•
pearance this afternoon was arranged by the UNM Student Lobby, which has scheduled speeches
this month by four other gubernatorial candidates.
Eorrner Lieutenant Governor
Fabian Chavez, a Democrat, will
speak here May 2. Calvin Horn,
an Albuquerque businessman and
a Democratic candidate, is scheduled for May 9.

Bill Coleman, candidate for
president of the Associated Students, will speak on the specifics
of his platform and answer questions from students on the Mall
today at 1 :30.

Poll Workers
'EM Student Senate Elections
Committee needs poll workers
for the May 8 Associated Students electione. Interested students should contact Barney Paternoster in the Union Activities

•xt· 4,06.

Alinsky, introduced as a man
who deliberately tries to agitate
and confuse the power structure
continua]]y stressed the impor~
ance of organization for American Negroes.
"IF IT EVER came to the point
where whites admitted they have
been wrong," he said, "and they
asked to meet with representatives of the ghetto communities
• . . there would be no repr<>r
sentatives.''
' ,/
Alinsky termed "power" as
"extremely basic to a democratic
system.'' He said that if Negroes
want to deal with the white society, they must get power, and to
get power, they must organize.
Speaking directly of the fear a
white society has of even the term
black power, he said "whites
have made 'black' a synonym for
everything that is negative and
evil. But everything good is naturally white . . . the angels are
white, and the devils are black."
THE MAJORITY of Americans
were accused of not having a true
understanding of the race problem today. Alinsky related this
lack o:f understanding to the mass
media. "It's the greatest :fo~
subversion," he said. "The mass
media and Madison Avenue have
made 'conflict' and 'controversy'
bad words • , • we have become
a sanitized and thoroughly deodorized culture . . . we just don't
want to offend anyone.''
"But," he went on, "in a truely
free and creative society, controversy is one of the prime virtues.''
(Continued on Page 2)

titution states that presidential
candidates must have completed
75 hours here.
FOUR other candidates-Jim
Dines, Steve Hogan, Gene Melady, and Coleman Travelsteadhave been declared eligible to run
for the chief executive's office in
the May 5 elections.
Ron Curry, the only announced
candidate, was approved to run
for the ASUNM vice-presidency.
Thirty-two students will
for Senate. They include Joe
Alarid, Patsy Benton, Pat Boatwright, Terry Calvani, Ed Gazzola, Leonard de Layo, Stephanie
Eyres, Donna Fossum Gregory
Hennig, Thomas Hogg, Phil Ingram, and Claudia Jackson.
OTHER Senate candidates are
Teri Johnson, Marty Klein, Steve
Ludlow, Robert Matthews, Robert Milne, Mia Rey Mirabal,
Tony Olrni, Martin Palmer, Lee
Pittard, Paul Sauser, Charles
Serns, Rene Silleroy, Louis
Storm, Torn Tabet, Steve van
Dresser, Nick Watrin, Valerie
Whiting, Glenn Williams, Linda
Wilson, and Charles Wood.
All candidates are invited to Gentle Friday
meet with current student govToday is Gentle Friday. Lunchernment officials at 7 p.m. Sun- time on the maU will be highday in the Activitie'S Center.
lighted by expressions of love and
Any students interested in peace. Students and professors
working at the polls on election are urged to come to eat lunch,
day are asked to contact Sen. draw pictures on the sidewalks,
Suzanne Ralls at 243-6113 or Sen, and play with balloons and \~.
Barney Paternoster at 277-2482.
Do your thing.

Court, including Jaw-school advisThe three student body presiors for students involved in civil dent candidates, Dines, Coleman
eases.
Travelstead, and Bill Coleman
DINES stressed the import- were each allowed to give a five
ance of an efficient Student Lobby minute statement as was Curry,
and suggested a program of high- the only student running for vice
school recruitment in the southern president. AU senatorial candipart of the state for prospective dates were given four minutes to
UNM students.
make statements.
Curcy said he felt student govBILL COLEMAN, who also
ernment has done a good job this
gave a statement, was declared inyear and pledged to continue and eligible as a candidate for presisupport expansion of such prodent by Dean Lavender yesterday
grams as the lobby.
because he has not completed 75
hours at UNM.
Twenty-six of the 32 senatorial
candidates were present to speak
before the Residence Halls Council
who received the speakers one at
a time while the others waited
outside the meeting room. The
list of candidates had not been reA total of 75 UNM students, leased by 12:30 this morning.
faculty members, administrators,
and civic leaders from all over the
state will converge this evening
on UNM's D. H. Lawrence ranch
near Taos for a two-day conference on "The University and the
State.''
THE CONCLAVE is planned
as a series of no-holds-barred
group-discussion sessions and
panels where students and civic
leaders will be able informally to
talk over the things each doesn't
understand about the other.
"We don't expect anybody to
come away with any solid answers
about the problems of relating
~he University to the 'State,"
says Associate Union Director
Kirby Krbec, chairman of the program committee for the conference. "But hopefully aU will come
away with an appreciation of the
hopes and fears of all the other
groups represented."
THE IDEA FOR the conference
was born in a discussion between
Krbec, Honors Program Director
Dudley Wynn, and Rev. Richard
Elliott of Luther House following
the Stokley Carmichael controversy earlier this year,
"If this conference brings just
RESIDENCE HALLS Council last night ena little understanding of the dorsed Jim Dines for the ASUNM presidency.
groups' :mutual problems, it will They also endorsed Ron Curry for vice president,
be successful," says Krbec. "And and twelve senatorial candidates for the upcoming
if it seems to do that, we plan elections. Twenty-six of the 32 senatorials can•
eventually to have six or seven didates attended the meeting to present four min·
of them a year.''
ute talks to the cou~teil. Coleman Travelstead,

;~~~Speak U. State Meeting
0~Campus Today To Open Tonight
;;

Center,

-

Bill Coleman, one of five declared candidates for president
of the Associated Students of
UNM, was declared ineligible to
run by Vice-President for Student Affairs Harold Lavender yesterday.
Coleman, a first-year graduate
student, has completed only three
hours at UNM and is currently
carrying six. The ASUNM cons-

RI-IC Taps Dines for Presidency

Candidates to Speak

NEW MEXICO LOBO

power.
"We whites fear black power"
he said, "and it doesn't exist. B~t
unless the black communities organize! they will have no representatiOn and no voice with the
rest of this society.''

Bill Coleman Declared
Ineligible for Office
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Absolutely choice location. One
block to campus, two blocks to
new Olympic Pool site. Deluxe
furnished one bedroom units,
super soundproofed, wall to wall
carpeting. Air conditioned, sundeck, barbecue, laundry, large
study desks, twin or double beds.
$ll5-$120 including utilities.
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above left, Bill Coleman, middle, and Jim Dines,
right, were the three presidential hopefuls who
attended the meeting. They each presented five
minute talks. Bill Coleman was yesterday declar·
ed inteligable to run by Dean Lavender. (Photo by
Pawley)

